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What is enrichment?

want to sequence a specific part of the genome?

You use enrichment technology 

Aka:

capture / selection / amplification



Targeted sequencing flow

Define sequence targets

Target enriched samples

Sequence

Exon 1 Exon 3Exon 2



Why perform targeted sequencing?

Next-Gen sequencing

low cost for generating raw nucleotide sequence

best suited for generating large amounts of raw sequence
data per sample

Still too costly and too low throughput to perform whole genome
sequencing for many samples

and

Data interpretation outside exome is difficult and has limited
added clinical value



Important parameters

Efficiency of assay design

Fraction of targeted bases for which an assay can be designed

Specificity of target enrichment

Fraction of high quality reads that map on target

Coverage uniformity across targeted sequences

If coverage differs greatly more sequence is needed to adequately cover 

underrepresented bases

Reproducibility across technical replicates & samples

Systematic allelic biases resulting in drop-out effects

Result in false homozygotic variant sites 



Enrichment methods

Beads

PCR

Digital PCR droplets

MIP

Array

Haloplex (restriction enzymes)



PCR

Design primers that are 
specific for the region of 
interest

Typically 150-500 bp
fragments

10 ng input

Amplify

Sequence

High specificity but 
difficult to scale

2 variations:

• Long range upto 20kb 
but needs fragmentation
after amplification

• Multiplex PCR
reduced specificity



Primer design

Exon 1 Exon 3Exon 2 Exon 1 Exon 3Exon 2

Non-overlapping Tiled

PCR 
products

PCR 
primers

Coverage



PCR panels

Type Panel name Coverage (%) Specificity (%) Uniformity (%)

Solid tumors

Tumor Actionable 
Mutations 100.0 98.2 91

Clinically 
Relevant Tumor 98.1 95.3 90

Hematologic 
malignancies

Myeloid 
Neoplasms 98.1 97.4 94

Disease-specific

Breast Cancer 98.2 96.8 91

Colorectal 
Cancer 98.7 98.3 95

Liver Cancer 99.0 96.4 96

Lung Cancer 97.5 98.1 90

Ovarian Cancer 98.9 96.6 96

Prostate Cancer 98.4 97.3 94

Gastric Cancer 98.1 98.5 93

Cardiomyopathy 96.3 96.7 87

Comprehensive

Carrier Testing 97.5 97.9 91

Cancer 
Predisposition 98.3 96.8 93

Comprehensive 
Cancer 98.0 97.7 92

Panel name genes
Cancer Hotspot

v2
50

Comprehensive 
Cancer

400

Inherited
disease

300

Colon and Lung
cancer

22

BRCA 1 and 2 2

TP53 1

CFTR 1

GeneRead DNAseq Targeted Panels V2



Long range PCR result

Long range
PCR products



Long range PCR result

Long range
PCR products



pros and cons PCR

Effective in enrichment and specificity

Uniformity within PCR product high

Uses a lot of DNA, amplification bias possible, primer dimers/artefacts

Limit of 5-20 kb per PCR, max ~100 kb target size

Difficult to multiplex, optimize and normalize

Inflexible in case of multiplex PCR

Increased coverage for sequence ends



Digital PCR

Tewhey, R et al., 2009 



Raindance

ThunderBolt cancer panel

230 amplicons, 50 genes

10 ng start material

FFPE friendly

1 -10 million droplets per sample

100% of amplicons with coverage > 100

Uniformity 90-100% at 0.2x mean

MAF as low as 1-5%



Pros and Cons Digital PCR

Accurate detection per molecule

singleplex PCR eliminates competition during PCR

But secondary PCR needed

Sensitivity around 1-5%

Max 10 Mbp target size



TruSeq Custom Amplicon (TSCA)



TSCA

Design studio software for probe design

% base coverage >90%

1536 amplicons in single reaction

2 kbp – 650 kbp target sequence

50 ng start material gDNA

FFPE friendly

HT preparation per 96 samples

MiSeq sequencing

Amplicon viewer



How does it look like?



Pros and Cons TSCA

Assay is robust

Easy to do high number of samples

Normalization solved (equal amount of sequencing per sample)

Multiplexing upto 96 samples per run

PCR can result in allelic bias



MIP



MIP assay



Pros and Cons MIP

Setup costs are high

But once setup running costs are low

Sequence of H1 and H2 probe must be specific and unique

Repeats are difficult

Annealing temperatures of H1 and H2 should be similar

GC content of genomic targets should be similar

Length of genomic targets is limited (elongation time limit)

Length of genomics target is restricted to 100-200 bp (steric hyb effect)



Haloplex capture



Haloplex exome and custom panel

Exome

Custom



Haloplex block based sequence reads



Haloplex Cons and Pros

Restriction enzyme pair sites must be present to enable targeting

Repeats surrounded by unique restriction sites can be uniquely

targetted

Special analysis program made in Center for Biomics:

Alignment om both ends only

Allow more variance inside (indels)

Copy number detection per restriction enzyme fragment



Array based

Agilent e Array
Suredesign

Roche Nimblegen stopped

8 x 15 k  upto 1 x 1 M
25-60 mer oligo’s



Hybridization bead based Capture

Fragmentation 
and

adapter ligation

Hybridization

Sequencing



Probe selection

Agilent, Nimblegen, Illumina,

Custom or predefined panels

Gene Panels or Exome

RefSeq exome only or
exome plus UTR, miRNA, intron

oligo’s of RNA or DNA

Avoid probes on repetitive DNA



Example: Targetted sequencing  

Hypertrophic Cardio Myopathy

prevalence 1 : 500

Main cause of  sudden cardiac dead

50 gene panel

Mybpc3, myh7 etc…

10 patients (multiplexed)

indexing

1 MiSeq run PE 150 bp

Alignment, Variant calling

Clinical report

Validation sanger sequencing of 10 mutations including indel

Bait design; Agilent Sureselect; ~50 genes, ~800 exons



Targeted panel results

Cardiomyopathy Old

Sanger Sequencing

2 genes

New

NGS

48 genes

Patient benefits

1. Diagnostic yield

2. Turn around to 2 months

3. New type variants detected

(indels + somatic mosaicisms)

Klinische genetica
sectie DNA diagnostiek



How does the sequencing result look?



Zoom in sequence result 



hAwk QC and Variant detection



Exome sequencing

Exome = all coding regions (~ exons) of genome



Clinical (actionable) exome

- Whole exome with deeper coverage on disease regions

- Targeted gene set with clinical actionable variants or prevention
Marfan syndrome, multiple endocrine neoplasia, neurofibromatosis, her hemorrhagic
telangiectasia, cardiomyopathy, long QT and arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia

~ 125 cancer genes, 12 pathways



Actionable Genome Consortium

Cancer actionable genome

- Publish list of actionable
events

- Best practice for biopsy, 
storage, transport, 
extraction, sequencing,

Variant calling, annotation, 
interpretation and
guidelines for clinical
reports



What to choose?

Mamanova et al, Nature methods 2010
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